
Cloud Desktops
Spot PC is a managed, secured and continuously optimized cloud desktops solution that runs on  
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) and Windows 365 Cloud PC. It is easy to deploy and offered at a competitive  
fixed price, per-user, on a month-to-month agreement.

Key 
features

Enhanced security and protection 
Microsoft Defender for Cloud is, by default, enabled for all AVD session VMs.  
The Spot PC console reports security alerts and recommendations for both AVD 
and Windows 365 desktops. It automatically backs up the user data volume for 
seven years.

Powerful console with rich real-time analytic dashboards 
Complete single-pane-of-glass visibility to user sessions and session VM 
performance metrics, along with remediation and access tools to make user 
support faster and more efficient.  

Co-managed desktops 
Spot PC delivers native cloud desktops based on AVD and Windows 365 Cloud PC, 
utilizing AI-driven automation and optimization from Spot by NetApp for  
cost-optimized virtual desktops that perform like a local device.

Unified cross-tenant management 
A global view of all accounts, resources and users under your control with secure 
drill down into any tenant to immediately troubleshoot, diagnose and resolve 
identified issues.

Rapid deployment and migration assistance 
Spot PC onboarding experts assist with application and data migration challenges, 
while Spot PC automated deployment workflow reduces the time to deliver value 
for clients.

Fixed fee and month-to-month 
Spot PC is sold on a fixed costs per user basis. Not only is our price to the MSP 
fixed, it is also aggressively competitive. MSPs don’t need to audit complex monthly 
cloud invoices. NetApp absorbs variable costs allowing MSPs to know exactly what 
their costs and margins will be month after month.
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Universal benefits

Let our experts manage  
your cloud desktops so you can 
focus on your business. 

Benefits of Spot PC include:

No more operational burdens 
With cloud desktops managed by our EUC experts, your 
IT resources can focus on making end users happy and 
helping your MSP business grow.

Deliver more cloud desktops at less cost 
Utilizing Spot by NetApp optimization and automation 
technologies, Spot PC maximizes performance and 
minimizes costs.

Realize predictable profit margins 
Spot PC’s fixed per-user-per-month subscription enables 
MSPs to predict and budget exactly what their expected 
gross margins will be.

End worries about application management 
Spot PC ensures user applications continue to run 
smoothly without any disruption during any time of the 
lifecycle management of the desktops.

Optimized for performance  
Using Spot Elastigroup technology, Spot PC dynamically 
optimizes the desktop performance for different types  
of applications.

Address any use case  
Whether affordable pooled users for office productivity, 
dedicated personal VMs for advanced users, or  
GPU-enabled users for intensive workloads, Spot PC  
can support all use cases.

Security at the center  
Spot PC is built on the bullet-proof security of Microsoft 
Azure, providing layers matching the right level of security 
for different types of users and job functions. 

Real-time observability   
Cross-tenant visibility with real-time metrics on session 
server health and user session performance reduces 
support burdens and decreases time to resolution.

Specialized support included  
Spot PC is supported by a team of expert cloud engineers 
and cloud virtual desktop specialists with a history of 
proactive solution consulting services. 

For more information on Spot PC
www.spot.io/products/spotpc/
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